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Abstract
Deterministic and nondeterministic (nite-state recognizability over (nite structures are intro-
duced in an algebraic setting, avoiding detailed computational conventions as needed in the de(-
nition of (nite-state acceptors. For deterministic recognizability, the classical approach is adopted,
using a “uniform” homomorphism from the input domain (consisting of terms) into a (nite al-
gebra. For the nondeterministic case, we refer to relational input structures and to an acceptance
via relational homomorphisms (which are applied “nonuniformly” since they depend on the in-
put structures). We show how this approach encompasses known models of nondeterministic
automata over (nite words, trees, pictures, and graphs, and present some elementary metaresults
connecting uniform recognizability, nonuniform recognizability, and monadic second-order logic.
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1. Introduction
The classical model of deterministic (nite automaton serves to specify word prop-
erties (or sets of (nite words). The resulting notion of (nite-state recognizability of
formal languages is fundamental, as indicated by many di8erent characterizations, cov-
ering, for example, nondeterministic (nite automata, regular expressions, and monadic
second-order logic. As shown by Doner [9] and Thatcher and Wright [21], these char-
acterizations can be lifted from words to the domain of (nite labelled trees (or terms).
Over (nite graphs, even in special cases like labelled rectangular grids (“pictures”),
the situation is di8erent. There is no more a canonical model of a “graph automaton”,
and it is known that deterministic and nondeterministic recognizers are of di8erent
expressive power (see [14]). As a result, di8erent proposals for introducing (nite-
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state recognizability over graphs exist whose mathematical justi(cation is harder than
for the known automata over words or trees.
In order to justify de(nability notions over graphs, the system of monadic second-
order logic has been used as a kind of “benchmark”. An advantage of the logical
approach is that the generalization from words or trees to more general structures is
rather canonical: The logical framework stays the same, only the signature and kind of
models change. Starting from the expressive equivalence between (nite automata and
monadic second-order logic over words (as shown in [2, 12]) or over trees [9, 21], one
may compare the expressive power of recognizers over graphs with that of monadic
second-order logic (or natural fragments of it). Much research on (nite-state recog-
nizability of graph properties focused on the comparison with monadic second-order
de(nability (see for example [5, 15, 8]).
However, the set-up of monadic second-order logic involves quite a lot of syntactical
detail and thus may be regarded as “natural” only at second sight. The purpose of the
present paper is to suggest a simpler algebraic framework in which deterministic and
nondeterministic recognizability can be treated on an abstract level. Essentially, we
refer to two di8erent uses of the idea of “homomorphism to (nite structures”.
The “deterministic” algebraic framework is well known; it was advocated by BHuchi
and others in the 50s and 60s and has been developed further in the context of tree
automata theory (see, for example, [11, 1, 16, 3, 4]). The inputs are considered here as
terms (or equivalently, trees), which are evaluated in a (nite algebra, the “automaton”.
The evaluation and thus also the acceptance of a term is speci(ed uniformly by a
homomorphism from the set of terms to this (nite algebra.
Courcelle [5, 6] has extended this approach to a rich theory of (nite-state recogniz-
ability of graph properties. He uses a calculus of terms which allows to specify graphs
via their construction with basic graph operations. The resulting algebras are many-
sorted (in fact, they may have in(nitely many sorts), and the (niteness requirement for
recognizability is now applied to each sort separately. This in(nitary aspect (of using
in(nitely many sorts) in Courcelle’s calculus makes it in general stronger than monadic
second-order logic. In interesting special cases, however, for example, for graphs of
bounded tree-width, an equivalence between recognizability in the sense of Courcelle
and a version monadic second-order de(nability could be established [18].
A di8erent, “nondeterministic” notion of recognizability over graphs was proposed
in [19] and developed further over labelled rectangular grids (“pictures”) in [15, 17].
Here (nite “tiling systems” are used, which are essentially speci(cations of types of
local neighbourhoods in graphs. Acceptance of a graph by such a tiling system requires
to cover each of its neighbourhoods by a “tile” from the given system. This kind of
recognizability was shown to match existential monadic second-order logic over some
interesting classes of graphs, among them pictures.
In the present paper we show that this type of recognizability can be characterized by
a “nonuniform” use of homomorphisms into some (nite relational structure, which can
be considered as an abstract version of nondeterministic automaton. To prepare for this
approach, one has to present the input objects under consideration and the accepting
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structure (the “automaton”) with the same relational signature (so that relational homo-
morphisms between them are possible). This leads to a somewhat nonstandard format
of the “automata”, but it will be seen below that (over the domains of words, trees,
pictures) these accepting structures are easily shown to be equivalent to the standard
nondeterministic automaton models of the literature, in the sense that the homomor-
phisms from an input structure to the accepting structure correspond to the successful
automaton runs on the input structure.
As a consequence, we obtain some classical results on the relation between the de-
terministic and the nondeterministic approach on the abstract level, now connecting
uniform algebraic homomorphisms with the nonuniform use of relational homomor-
phisms. For example, the reduction of nondeterministic to deterministic automata be-
comes a result on converting (nite relational structures into (nite algebras. We also
compare the algebraic notions of recognizability to monadic second-order logic.
The paper is structured as follows: In the subsequent Section 2, we summarize some
notation on structures and homomorphisms, and in Section 3, we recall the classical
algebraic formulation of deterministic (nite-state recognizability. In Sections 4 and
5, nonuniform recognizability is introduced and shown to match known models of
nondeterministic recognizability (over words, trees, pictures, and graphs). Section 6
presents some metaresults connecting the two versions of recognizability and monadic
second-order logic. In the conclusion we discuss some open questions and perspectives.
2. Signatures, structures, and homomorphisms
A signature is a set = {f1; : : : ; fk ; c1; : : : ; cl; R1; : : : ; Rm; P1; : : : ; Pn} of function sym-
bol’s fi of arity ¿ 1, of constants ci, of relation symbols Ri of arity ¿ 2, and of
unary relation symbols Pi. A signature is called functional if it contains only function
symbols and constants, and relational if it only contains relation symbols.
A structure for a signature  as above, also called -structure, is of the form
S = (S; fS1 ; : : : ; f
S
k ; c
S
1 ; : : : ; c
S
l ; R
S
1 ; : : : ; R
S
m; P
S
1 ; : : : ; P
S
n );
with nonempty universe S; here the fSi are total functions over S, the c
S
i are distin-
guished elements of S, and the RSi ; P
S
i are relations (of the given arities) over S.
A -structure is functional, respectively relational, if its signature  is. Functional
structures are also called algebras.
Given two -structures A with universe A and B with universe B, the product
A×B over the universe A×B is (xed as usual: For an n-ary function symbol f∈
we have fA×B((a1; b1); : : : ; (an; bn))= (fA(a1; : : : ; an); fB(b1; : : : ; bn)), for c∈ we have
cA×B=(cA; cB), and for n-ary R (with n¿ 1),
((a1; b1); : : : ; (an; bn)) ∈ RA×B i8 (a1; : : : ; an) ∈ RA and (b1; : : : ; bn) ∈ RB:
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Let us (nally recall the notion of homomorphism: Given two -structures S and T
over the universes S and T , respectively, a homomorphism from S to T is a function
h : S→T such that for each function symbol f∈; f n-ary,
h(fS(s1; : : : ; sn) = fT (h(s1); : : : ; h(sn));
for each constant c∈,
h(cS) = cT ;
and for each relation symbol R∈; R n-ary,
if (s1; : : : ; sn) ∈ RS then (h(s1); : : : ; h(sn)) ∈ RT :
Over relational structures we speak of relational homomorphisms.
3. Uniform recognizability
The idea of deterministic (nite-state recognizability is to evaluate given (nite input
objects in a (xed (nite domain (consisting of “states”). The input objects permit such
an evaluation if they are given as terms. So the input domain is usually presented as
a set of terms or elements of a (nitely generated algebra.
Given a functional signature = {f1; : : : ; fk ; c1; : : : ; cl} with l¿ 1, we introduce the
corresponding term algebra
T = (T; f1; : : : ; fk ; c1; : : : ; cl);
where T is the set of -terms, the terms ci are designated elements, and the functions
fi are de(ned in the canonical way. (Formally, we have, for n-ary fi and -terms
t1; : : : ; tn; f
T
i (t1; : : : ; tn)=fi(t1; : : : ; tn).) Subsets L of T are called term languages or
tree languages over .
The set A∗ of words over the alphabet A= {a1; : : : ; an} may be viewed as a special
case, where the corresponding signature (A) contains a single constant c and unary
function symbols a1; : : : ; an. In this framework, the word a2a2a1, for example, is repre-
sented by the (A)-term a1(a2(a2(c))) and the empty word  by the term c. So the word
term algebra T(A) = (T; c; a1; : : : ; an) is isomorphic to the algebra (A∗; ; ·a1; : : : ; ·an),
where ·ai is the function taking the word w to wai.
Sometimes one assumes that terms are subject to certain equations as axioms. This
applies, for example, to the case where words over an alphabet A= {a1; : : : ; an} are
considered as elements of the free monoid (A∗; ·; ; a1; : : : ; an) generated by a1; : : : ; an.
Here concatenation · is taken as the primitive (associative) operation, with the empty
word  as neutral element. In this case the signature contains a binary function symbol
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and n+1 constants, and one considers here languages which are unions of equivalence
classes of terms (under the equivalence modulo associativity of · and neutrality of 
with respect to ·).
For the three cases, corresponding (nite-state recognizers are (nite tree automata,
(nite word automata, and (nite monoids, respectively. They are (nite structures for the
signatures considered above, in each case expanded by an additional unary predicate,
the set of “(nal states” (or “accepting elements”). Let us recall the de(nition in the
present algebraic context.
A 3nite tree automaton over = {f1; : : : ; fk ; c1; : : : cl) is a (nite structure
A = (Q; 1; : : : ; k ; q1; : : : ; ql; F);
with (nite domain Q (of “states”), transition functions 1; : : : ; k , initial states q1; : : : ; ql,
and set F ⊆Q of (nal states; we have i :Qn→Q if fi is n-ary. The canonical homo-
morphism h :T(A)→A is de(ned by h(ci)= qi and h(fi(t1; : : : ; tn)= i(h(t1); : : : ; h(tn))
for n-ary fi. The function h maps each term t (“input tree”) to the corresponding state
of A. The automaton A is said to recognize the set
T (A) := {t ∈ T | h(t) ∈ F}:
The usual presentation of tree automata is a notational variant of this algebraic format:
One collects, for each arity n, the function symbols of this arity (where n ranges from
0, the arity of the constants, up to the maximal arity r) and thus one partitions the
set  into a “ranked alphabet” =0 ∪ · · · ∪r . Correspondingly, one uses transition
functions dn :Qn×n→Q (n=0; : : : ; r) de(ned as follows: For a constant ci, we have
d0(ci)= qi, and for n-ary fi; dn(p1; : : : ; pn; fi)= i(p1; : : : ; pn).
The specialization to unary functions yields the algebraic representation of (nite au-
tomata: Over the alphabet A= {a1; : : : ; an}, a (nite automaton has the form A=(Q; 1;
: : : ; n; q0; F) with i :Q→Q. The standard representation employs a universal transition
function  :Q×A→Q instead, de(ned by (q; ai)= i(q) for q∈Q.
In the framework of the free monoid (A∗; ·; ; a1; : : : ; an), recognizability is de(ned us-
ing (nite monoids M=(M; ·M ; 1M ;m1; : : : ; mn; F) with generating elements m1; : : : ; mn.
A monoid homomorphism h from the free monoid over {a1; : : : ; an} intoM, de(ned by
the assignment ai 
→mi, yields, for each word w∈A∗, a well-de(ned monoid element
h(w). The monoid M then recognizes the language L(M) := {w∈A∗ | h(w)∈F}:
These three cases illustrate the well-known algebraic notion of recognizability:
Denition 1. Given a functional signature , a set L⊆T is uniformly recognizable
if there exists a homomorphism h :T→A into a (nite -algebra A with designated
subset F such that for each element t of T we have t ∈L i8 h(t)∈F .
4. Relational structures and nonuniform recognizability
There is a natural way to turn each term t into a relational structure trel: One
considers the term t ∈T as a labelled tree, whose domain dom(t) is the set of “symbol
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positions” of t and where special unary predicates indicate the root-, respectively, leaf-
positions, and where the relations “is ith child of” constitute the set of tree edges.
(The standard view of the tree edges is converse; our choice is better compatible with
the usual representation of word models, as explained below.) If the maximal arity of
function symbols in  is r, we assume the elements of dom(t) to be (nite sequences
from {1; : : : ; r}∗, the empty word representing the root of the tree and the ith successor
of node u being ui. Referring to the relational signature
rel := {E1; : : : ; Er;Leaf ;Root; (Pa)a∈};
we introduce the relational structure trel over dom(t):
trel = (dom(t); Et1; : : : ; E
t
r ;Leaf
t ;Roott ; (Pta)a∈):
Here the positions of dom(t) are connected via edge relations Eti containing the pairs
(u; v) where u is the ith child of v (i= {1; : : : ; r}). The unary predicate Leaf t is the set
of leaf positions of dom(t); Roott is the singleton consisting of the root position of
dom(t), and for each symbol a from  the unary predicate Pta consists of the positions
from dom(t) carrying a.
As a special case we obtain the relational structures which represent words. For
example, the word w= a1a2a2, which corresponds to the term a2(a2(a1(c))), is repre-
sented by the relational structure wrel with four vertices, a single edge relation (“suc-
cessor relation”), and labels as indicated in the following (gure:
Here the (rst vertex is the single Leaf -vertex, and the last one is the Root-vertex.
For the remainder of the paper it is essential to note that nondeterministic word
automata can be presented as relational structures of the same signature rel. The
standard format of a nondeterministic automaton over the symbol set  is given by a
quintupleA=(Q;; $; q0; F), where Q is the set of states, $⊆Q××Q the transition
relation, q0 the initial state, and F ⊆Q the set of (nal states. To present it as a rel-
structure, we have to convert the transitions labelled by letters from  into unlabelled
edges. We shift the labels to the targets of the edges and thus have to use states from
×Q rather than states from Q. In our case above, where = {c; a1; : : : an}, de(ne
Arel = (× Q; R;Start;End; (Pa)a∈);
where
R = {((a; p); (b; q)) ∈ (× Q)2 | (p; b; q) ∈ $):
Start = {(c; q0)}; End =×F and Pa= {a}×Q.
Note that the interpretations of the predicate symbols Leaf and Root in Arel are
Start and End, involving the initial state of A and the (nal states of A, respectively.
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Example 1. Consider the nondeterministic automaton A with the transition graph
Over the word models wrel with initial c-labelled vertex, the ingoing edge which
marks the initial state 0 corresponds to the vertex (c; 0) (we simply write c0). We obtain
the following automaton structure Arel (where we note only the reachable elements):
By this construction, a successful run of A on an input word w can be converted
into a relational homomorphism from wrel to the automaton Arel: The initial position
is mapped to the Start-position of Arel, a position labeled a in wrel, where state q is
reached, is mapped to the element (a; q) of Arel, and the last position, say labeled with
b, has to be mapped to an element (b; q) with q∈F (since the interpretation of the
predicate Root in A is the set ×F). It is easy to see that, conversely, a relational
homomorphism h :wrel→Arel yields a successful run of A on w: The sequence of
states is just the sequence of the second components of the h-values for the positions
of wrel. So we obtain
Proposition 1. The nondeterministic word automaton A accepts the word w i5 there
is a (relational) homomorphism h :wrel→Arel.
The usual representation of words as relational structures does not start from their
representation as terms. Rather one uses word models for nonempty words only and
cancels the special position carrying the constant c. The (rst position now forms the
singleton which is the interpretation of the Leaf-predicate. The construction above is
easily adapted to this case. (In the example considered above, state c0 is cancelled,
and states a0, b0, a1 form the Start-set.)
The proposition motivates the following de(nition:
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Denition 2. LetK be a class of -structures for a relational signature . A set L⊆K
is nonuniformly recognizable (with respect to K) if there is a (nite -structure A
such that for each structure S∈K:
S ∈ L i8 there is a relational homomorphism h :S→A:
If the right-hand side holds, we say that A accepts S.
As in the de(nition of uniform recognizability, a (xed (nite structure is taken as the
“automaton”. But now a homomorphism into this (nite structure is not required on the
level of the set of all inputs (e.g., on the set of terms of the functional signature under
consideration), but on the level of individual inputs. So the homomorphisms depend
on the given inputs and are applied “nonuniformly”.
Let us verify that the nonuniformly recognizable sets of words coincide with the
regular ones (if the empty word is excluded).
Theorem 1. A language L⊆A+ is recognizable by a nondeterministic automaton i5
it is nonuniformly recognizable.
Proof. The direction from left to right was already shown in Proposition 1 and the
subsequent remark. For the converse, we have to transform, given an alphabet A, a
(nite structure
Q = (Q; RQ;Start;End; (PQa )a∈A)
into a nondeterministic (nite automaton A accepting the same words as Q. We shall
add an extra state q0 and de(ne A=(Q∪{q0}; A; $; q0; F) by
$= {(q0; a; q) ∈ {q0} × A× Q | q ∈ Start ∩ PQa }
∪ {(p; a; q) ∈ Q × A× Q | (p; q) ∈ RQ; q ∈ PQa };
F = End:
To show the correctness of the construction, it is useful to consider homomorphisms
for the restricted signature where the Root-predicate is cancelled; in this case we speak
of a weak homomorphism from wrel to Q. By induction over w∈A+ one veri(es that a
state q is reachable via the input w in A i8 there is a weak homomorphism h :wrel→Q
which assigns the last position of wrel to q. It follows that A accepts a nonempty word
w over A i8 there is a homomorphism from wrel into Q.
5. Nonuniform recognizability over trees, pictures, and graphs
In this section we verify that the de(nition above subsumes also notions of nonde-
terministic recognizability over trees, pictures, and graphs.
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Let us (rst treat the case of trees. For this, standard nondeterministic tree automata
(see for example [16, 17]) have to be converted into the same format as the relational
structures trel (the input trees). For ease of explanation we consider the case where
the trees t are formed over a functional signature  with only binary function symbols
f and constants c. A classical nondeterministic tree automaton, working on an input
tree from the leaves to the root, is of the form A=(Q;; $; F), where $ consists
of transitions (c; q), which allow to place a state q at a leaf position labelled c, and
transitions (q1; q2; f; q) which allow to proceed from states (q1; q2) at two child nodes
to state q at the parent node if the parent node carries the symbol f. Using these
transitions, a run of A on a given input tree t is built up, and A is said to accept t
if such a run exists which assumes a state of F at the root.
We want to present A=(Q;; $; F) as a rel-structure Arel. We have to specify
the domain, edge relations R1; R2, predicates Start, End, and a unary predicate Pa for
each symbol a∈. A small complication is due to the fact that in usual tree automata
transitions, two edges (from (rst child to parent and from second child to parent) are
combined into a quadruple %=(q1; q2; a; q), whereas within the new transition relations
Ri, only one such edge is taken into account. We have to guarantee that edges from
R1 and R2 can only be combined in a way which is allowed by the quadruples in $.
This is achieved by using as domain of Arel the set ×Q×$, the third component
providing names for the individual transitions %∈$. We complete the de(nition of Arel
as follows:
Start := {(c; q; %) | % = (c; q)}; End := × F × $; Pa := {a} × Q × $
and, for i=1; 2;
R1 := {((a; q1; &); (b; q; %)) ∈ (× Q × $)2 | ∃q2 ∈ Q: (q1; q2; b; q) = %};
R2 := {((a; q2; &); (b; q; %)) ∈ (× Q × $)2 | ∃q1 ∈ Q: (q1; q2; b; q) = %}:
Using the notion of weak homomorphism as in the proof of Theorem 1, one can show
the following by induction over the construction of t:
(∗) A can reach the state q at the root of t i8 there is a weak homomorphism
h : trel→Arel such that the h-value at the root vertex of trel has q in its second
component.
As a consequence we obtain:
Proposition 2. The nondeterministic tree automaton A accepts the input tree t i5
there is a (relational) homomorphsim h : trel→Arel.
Let us also describe the converse translation: Assuming a (nite structure Q=(Q; RQ1 ;
RQ2 ;Start;End; (P
Q
a )a∈) which nonuniformly recognizes the tree language L (more pre-
cisely, the corresponding set Lrel = {trel | t ∈L}), we construct a nondeterministic tree
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automaton A=(Q;; $; F) recognizing L. The set $ should contain the transitions
(c; q) where q∈Start∩PQc , as well as the transitions (q1; q2; f; q) where (q1; q)∈RQ1 ,
(q2; q)∈RQ2 , and q∈PQf ; (nally, we set F :=End. Again one shows claim (∗) by
induction on t, and thus obtains the following:
Theorem 2. A tree language L⊆T is recognized by a nondeterministic tree automa-
ton i5 the set Lrel = {trel | t ∈L} is nonuniformly recognizable.
Next we consider a domain of input objects which does not arise from terms, the set
of pictures over a given alphabet A. A picture over A is a two-dimensional matrix of
letters from A. If this matrix has m rows and n columns we speak of a (m; n)-picture.
The set of all (nonempty) pictures over A is denoted by A++.
A natural presentation of an (m; n)-picture p by a relational structure prel uses the
set {1; : : : ; m}×{1; : : : ; n} as domain, two edge relations Ep1 , Ep2 for the vertical and
the horizontal successor relation over {1; : : : ; m}×{1; : : : ; n}, and special predicates
Lp; Rp; Tp; Bp for the sets of left positions (i; 1), right positions (i; m), top positions
(1; j), and bottom positions (n; j), respectively. In addition, there is a predicate Ppa for
each letter a∈A, collecting those positions which carry letter a in p. So the structure
prel is formed over the relational signature pic(A) with binary relation symbols E1; E2
and unary relation symbols L; R; T; B, Pa (for a ∈ A):
prel = ({1; : : : ; m} × {1; : : : ; n}; Ep1 ; Ep2 ; Lp; Rp; Tp; Bp; (Ppa )a∈A):
For a picture language L⊆A++, we set Lrel = {prel |p∈L}.
The reader may wonder why the “border predicates” are included, which clearly are
(rst-order de(nable in terms of the edge relations. Their role is similar to the predicates
Leaf and Root over term structures: They allow to address the border positions using
just atomic formulas. This is necessary in order to preserve their role via relational
homomorphisms.
As a nondeterministic model of recognizability over pictures we consider so-called
tiling systems. In this context, the role of the border positions is controlled by a di8erent
feature: A given picture p over the alphabet A is surrounded by an extra symbol #
which does not belong to A; this extended picture is denoted pˆ. A tiling system over
A is a system D=(Q; A; $), where Q is a (nite set of states and $ a (nite set of
(2; 2)-pictures, also called tiles, over the alphabet (A×Q)∪{#}. A Q-expansion of p
is a picture p′ over A×Q such that the projection to the (rst component yields p.
A picture is accepted by the tiling system D if for some Q-expansion p′ of p, each
(2; 2)-subpicture of p̂′ matches some tile from $. For a detailed exposition of tiling
systems we refer the reader to [14].
In the sequel we use the simpli(ed model of so-called domino systems, in which
only (1; 2)- and (2; 1)-subpictures (i.e., horizontal and vertical dominoes) are allowed
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in the set $. Acceptance of a picture is de(ned analogously. It is known (cf. [14]) that
tiling systems and domino systems have the same expressive power. We call a picture
language L⊆A++ of pictures domino recognizable if there is a (nite domino system
D=(Q; A; $) which accepts precisely the pictures p∈A++ which belong to L.
We shall transform a domino system D into a relational pic(A)-structure Drel which
accepts the same pictures via relational homomorphisms as D does via tilings. Given
a domino system D=(Q; A; $), a (rst idea is to de(ne Drel over the domain A×Q
with two edge relations ED1 ; E
D
2 , where we include a pair ((p; a); (b; q)) in the vertical
edge relation ED1 (respectively, in the horizontal edge relation E
D
2 ) i8 $ contains the
vertical (respectively, horizontal) tile ((p; a); (q; b)).
The speci(cation of boundary information, however, requires some extra care, and
makes it necessary to extend the domain of D by a third component (in addition to
A and Q). Each subset S ⊆{L; R; T; B} we call a “border information”, and we let
I =2{L;R; T; B} be the set of such informations. For example, the information ∅ indicates
a letter position not located at some border, the information {L; T} indicates a position
at the top left corner, the information {L; R} a position at the left and the right border
(which arises in a one-column picture), and the information {L; R; T; B} indicates the
unique position in a one-element picture (which belongs to each of the borders).
From the set $ of dominos one can determine which pairs (a; q) are admitted
at which borders: We call the pair (a; q) L-admissible, respectively R-admissible,
T-admissible, B-admissible if it occurs in the horizontal domino (#; (a; q)), resp. ((a; q);
#), resp. the corresponding vertical dominos. For any information S, we call a pair (a; q)
S-compatible if for each element s∈ S it is s-admissible.
Formally, de(ne Drel = (A×Q× I; ED1 ; ED2 ; LD; RD; TD; BD; (PDa )a∈A) as follows: In-
clude in ED1 (resp. E
D
2 ) all pairs ((a1; q1; S1); (a2; q2; S2)), where ((a1; q1); (a2; q2)) is a
vertical (resp. horizontal) domino from $ and moreover (a1; q1) is S1-compatible and
(a2; q2) is S2-compatible. The set LD is de(ned to contain the triples (a; q; S) where
L∈ S; RD; TD; BD are de(ned similarly. Finally, PDa contains the triples where the (rst
component is a. Now we can verify the following:
Proposition 3. A picture p is accepted by the domino system D i5 there is a relational
homomorphism h :prel→Drel.
So a domino recognizable picture language is also nonuniformly recognizable. In an
analogous way as above for tree languages, the converse is shown (we skip the proof):
Theorem 3. A picture language L is domino recognizable i5 Lrel is nonuniformly
recognizable.
In the more general context of (nite graphs, nonuniform recognizability amounts to
a de(nability notion which is known as constraint satisfaction (cf. [13]) and which has
been studied in data base theory. It seems that in the framework of “graph languages”
this approach has not yet gained much attention. Interesting graph properties are
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elegantly speci(ed by the existence of homomorphisms into (nite “accepting graphs”.
In the domain of unlabelled undirected graphs, for example, the triangle graph accepts
precisely the graphs which are 3-colourable, and the graph consisting of two vertices
connected by a single edge accepts precisely the bipartite graphs.
6. Elementary metaresults
In this section we relate the notions of uniform and nonuniform recognizability and
compare them with de(nability in monadic second-order logic.
First, we show on the abstract level that uniform recognizability implies nonuniform
recognizability. We refer to a functional signature  and a language L of elements t
of some -algebra T. We de(ne the relational structures trel as in Section 4 and let
Lrel = {trel | t ∈L}.
Theorem 4. Let  be a functional signature, T a -algebra; and L⊆T uniformly
recognizable. Then the set Lrel is nonuniformly recognizable.
Proof. Suppose L is uniformly recognized via the homomorphism h :T→A into a
(nite -algebra A. Then A has the format of a tree automaton as introduced in Sec-
tion 3. It can be trivially converted into a nondeterministic tree automaton as de(ned
in Section 4. The construction of Section 4 shows that the corresponding rel-structure
Arel nonuniformly recognizes Lrel.
For a converse statement, one would have to transform a relational accepting structure
into a functional one where the uniform acceptance mode can be applied. Let us say
that the class K of relational -structures arises from terms if there is a functional
signature fct, such that each structure S from K is isomorphic to trel for some
fct-term t; in this case we say that t represents S.
An example is the class of series–parallel graphs (cf. [7]), constructed from single-
ton graphs by the operations of sequential and parallel composition. In such concrete
situations, the terms t may provide more information than is present in the standard
format of the resulting graphs with vertices and edges only (namely, additional parsing
information on the construction of the graph is available). So, in general, the structures
trel are not precisely isomorphic copies of the relational structures S under consider-
ation, but supply enough information to interpret the structures S. Here we suppress
this possible di8erence between trel and S.
Theorem 5. If the class K of relational -structures arises from terms and the set
L⊆K is nonuniformly recognizable; then the set
Lfct := {t | t represents some S ∈ L}
is uniformly recognizable.
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Proof. Suppose the (nite relational structure Q with universe Q nonuniformly recog-
nizes L, i.e., we have
S ∈ L i8 there is a homomorphism h :S→ Q:
A general version of the “subset construction” will yield the desired algebra, to be
denoted 2Q. The idea is to traverse a given input tree t from the leaves to the root and
to associate with any (tree-) node the set of states which are “so far” compatible with
the construction of a relational homomorphism.
To (x notation, assume that fct = {f1; : : : ; fm; c1; : : : ; cn}, where r is the maximal
arity of the function symbols fi. Suppose that the corresponding relational signature
is = {E1; : : : ; Er;Leaf ;Root; (Pa)a∈}; so
Q = (Q; EQ1 ; : : : ; E
Q
r ;Leaf
Q;RootQ; (PQa )a∈fct ):
The powerset algebra 2Q over 2Q for uniform recognition of Lfct is the following (nite
fct-structure:
2Q = (2Q; 1; : : : ; m; Q1; : : : ; Qn; F);
where for fi of arity k, i is a function from (2Q)k to 2Q, and where Qi⊆ S. We de(ne
Qi = PQci ∩ LeafQ;
for fi of arity k,
i(S1; : : : ; Sk) = {q ∈ PQfi | ∃q1 ∈ S1 : : : qk ∈ Sk : (q1; q) ∈ E
Q
1 ; : : : ; (qk ; q) ∈ EQk }
and (nally,
F = {R ⊂ Q |R ∩ RootQ = ∅}:
As in the standard proof of determinization of tree automata, one veri(es the fol-
lowing claim on the canonical homomorphism h0 :Tfct → 2Q, by induction on t: h0(t)
is the set of those states from Q which arise at the root of trel via relational homomor-
phisms h : trel→Q. It follows that t is accepted (via the uniform homomorphism h0) by
2Q i8 trel (i.e., the structure S) is accepted nonuniformly via relational homomorphisms
by Q.
Finally, we study the relation between recognizability and notions of logical de(n-
ability.
As a preparation, let us treat closure properties under Boolean connectives. The case
of uniformly recognizable sets is trivial:
Proposition 4. Over a given functional signature ; the class of uniformly recogniz-
able sets is closed under Boolean operations.
Proof. It suPces to treat complement and intersection. For closure under complement,
just exchange the (nal with the non-(nal elements in an accepting algebra. For closure
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under intersection, consider two accepting algebras A1;A2 with (nal sets F1; F2, and
form the direct product A1×A2 with the set F1×F2 of (nal elements.
On the other hand, it is well-known that the class of picture languages which are
recognizable by domino systems is not closed under complement (cf. [14]); so the
nonuniformly recognizable sets are in general not closed under complement. But closure
under union and intersection holds in general:
Proposition 5. Over a given relational signature ; the class of nonuniformly recog-
nizable sets is closed under union and intersection.
Proof. Assume L1, L2 are nonuniformly recognized by A1 and A2, respectively. Then
L1 ∪L2 is nonuniformly recognized by the (disjoint) union of A1 and A2. To rec-
ognize L1 ∩L2, form the product structure A1×A2. Then two relational homomor-
phisms from a structure S to A1, respectively A2, combine to a homomorphism from
S into A1×A2, and conversely. This shows that A1×A2 nonuniformly recognizes
L1 ∩L2.
The next result, also with a standard proof, shows that a nonuniformly recognizable
set (and, a fortiori, a uniformly recognizable set) is de(nable in (the existential frag-
ment of) monadic second-order logic. We assume familiarity with this logic, in which
variables x; y; : : : for the elements of a given structure and variables X; Y; : : : for sets
of such elements are available, both quanti(able with the existential and the universal
quanti(er; for details see, e.g., [20]. In formulas of existential monadic second-order
logic, a pre(x of existential set quanti(ers precedes a formula in which no more set
quanti(ers occur.
Proposition 6. A nonuniformly recognizable set of relational structures is de3nable
in existential monadic-second order logic.
Proof. As in the previous proof, suppose we have
S ∈ L i8 there is a homomorphism h :S→A:
The task is to express the right-hand side as a statement about S, formulated as an
existential monadic second-order sentence ’. For notational simplicy let us consider the
case of the relational signature = {E; P0; P1}, as it arises in word models over {0; 1}.
So we may assume that A is a structure of the form ({1; : : : ; n}; EA; PA0 ; PA1 ) (but of
course not necessarily a word model). We express the existence of a homomorphism
from S to A by describing a partition of S into sets Xi where Xi collects the
S-elements mapped to the element i of A. Let ’ be the following sentence:
∃X1 : : :∃Xn
(“X1; : : : ; Xn form a partition”
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∧
∧
i∈PA0
∀x(Xi(x)→ P0(x)) ∧
∧
i∈PA1
∀x(Xi(x)→ P1(x))
{“all elements mapped to A-element i carry the label of i in A”}
∧ ∀x∀y(E(x; y)→
∨
(i; j)∈EA
(Xi(x) ∧ Xj(y))))
{“if x ∈ Xi; y ∈ Xj are E-connected; so are i; j in A”}:
The condition that X1; : : : ; Xn form a partition is expressed by saying that each element
belongs to one of the Xi and that, for any pair i¡j, each element does not belong to
Xi and to Xj.
Note that we have obtained an existential second-order formula with universal (rst-
order kernel. Over words, trees, and pictures, the converse of the proposition is true;
for words and trees this follows from the classical result on the expressive equivalence
between monadic second-order logic and (nite automata [2, 12, 21, 9], for pictures it is
shown in [15, 14]:
Theorem 6. A set of words; trees; or pictures is de3nable in existential monadic
second-order logic i5 it is nonuniformly recognizable.
An essential feature of words, trees, and pictures is the existence of distinguished
elements (e.g., the last position in a word, the root position in a tree, the bottom-right
corner in a picture), where information about the input structure can be “collected”.
The information Qow is realized by an accepting run of an automaton, or equivalently
by the course of values of an accepting homomorphism h, and the “result” is the
state at the distinguished position, respectively, the h-value assumed there. In this way
existential claims (e.g., that a certain letter occurs in the input structure) can be veri(ed.
The lack of such distinguished elements may prohibit nonuniform recognizability of
properties which involve (rst-order existential requirements.
Proposition 7. Let K be the class of 3nite labelled circle graphs. There is a set
L⊆K which is de3nable in 3rst-order logic but not nonuniformly recognizable.
Proof. A circle graph is a structure C=({1; : : : ; m}; succ; PC0 ; PC1 ); where succ is the
usual successor relation on {1; : : : ; m} extended by the pair (m; 1) and where PC0 ; PC1
are unary predicates coding a labelling of the elements of C with labels from {0; 1}.
Let L be the set of such circle graphs where at least one vertex is labelled 1. Relative
to K, L is even (rst-order de(nable, namely by the sentence ∃xP1(x).
Suppose the (nite structure A=({1; : : : ; n}; EA; PA0 ; PA1 ) nonuniformly recognizes L.
Any circle Cm with vertex set {1; : : : ; m}, where vertex m is labelled 1 and the others
are labelled 0 is accepted by A. Taking m¿n + 1, the accepting homomorphism
h :Cm→A maps two of the 0-labelled vertices (say, i¡j¡m) to the same element
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of A. Identifying i and j, we obtain a purely 0-labelled circle model (with vertices
i; : : : ; j − 1) which is accepted by A, a contradiction.
The weakness of recognizability via relational homomorphisms which appears in
this proposition can be overcome if more conditions are required for acceptance of a
given input structure. Such additional conditions were, for example, included in tiling
systems over graphs in [19], in order to reach the expressive power of existential
monadic second-order logic. The tiling systems are equipped there with “occurrence
constraints” which restrict the number of uses of a tile (e.g., by the requirement that
it has to occur at least once). In the framework of relational homomorphisms such
occurrence constraints could be introduced by the requirement that certain elements
(“designated states”) of the accepting structure have to appear as values of the accepting
homomorphism.
7. Conclusion
The de(nitions and results of this paper o8er a simple way of unifying di8erent
versions of (nite-state recognizability over more general structures than words. Deter-
ministic and nondeterministic recognizability are both de(ned in algebraic terms, using
two di8erent versions of homomorphisms to (nite structures which serve as “automata”.
The proposed algebraic framework may be useful in studying general problems on
(nite-state recognizability. Let us mention one example, the complexity of algorithmic
problems concerning recognizability, in particular the model-checking problem and the
nonemptiness problem for nondeterministic acceptors. In terms of nonuniform recog-
nizability, these are the questions whether a given input structure is accepted by a (nite
relational structure, respectively, whether such an input structure exists at all. It is well
known that over trees, the model-checking problem and the nonemptiness problem for
nondeterministic acceptors are both solvable in polynomial time. (The proof carries over
easily from standard tree automata to relational tree structures accepting nonuniformly
via homomorphisms.) On the other hand, over pictures the model-checking problem is
NP-complete and the nonemptiness problem undecidable. It seems that over any natural
class of structures, one of these two possibilities, as represented by the cases of trees
and of pictures, applies. In the present algebraic framework one can study the validity
of this dichotomy.
Let us mention some more questions for further study: First, there are several kinds
of labelled partially ordered structures (besides trees and pictures) which deserve a
closer analysis in the present framework. An example is the class of Mazurkiewicz
traces (in their representation as labelled graphs, cf. [10]). Also we have not studied
structures which transcend the range of labelled graphs; so far, a serious analysis
of nonuniform recognizability over structures with relations of arity higher than 2 is
missing. New aspects will enter when the nonuniform approach is applied to in(nite
relational structures. Here more general existence claims than those mentioned before
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Proposition 7 are relevant; classical acceptance conditions, like the BHuchi condition
over !-words, will correspond to the requirement that a homomorphism has to map
in(nitely elements of an input structure to certain elements of the accepting structure.
There are also interesting questions linking the uniform and the nonuniform approach.
For example, regular expressions (and regular-like expressions over trees and graphs)
may be considered as term representations of families of relational homomorphisms.
Furthermore, there are classes of input structures where the uniform and the nonuniform
approach appear in some combination. For instance, in the theory of graphs of bounded
tree-width one (nds the idea of a map of a relational structure into a tree structure
combined with its evaluation in a (nite algebra (a tree automaton).
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